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The Roots of the Middle East Conflict:
Palestine-Israel/Jewish
Israel/Jewish-Muslim/Arabic-Hebrew/Semitic-Antisemitic
Antisemitic

Next Year in Jerusalem - http://www.ahavat-israel.com/eretz/future.php
israel.com/eretz/future.php
Why do we, the Jews celebrating Pesach (Passover) in
Jerusalem, still say: "Next year in Jerusalem!" Aren't
we already here? The rebuilt Jerusalem we pray for is
not this modern city, and the redeemed Eretz Israel is
not the political state of the Jews we see today. As the
influence of the Torah extends, so will the boundaries of
Eretz Israel expand accordingly.
Futuristic Map Based on the Torah
"To your descendants I have given this land, from the
Egyptian River as far as the great river, the Euphrates."
Bereshit (Genesis) 15:18

Faith!
"The exiles shall be ingathered only through faith"
Mechilta, Exodus.
"When will the Moshiach come? Today, as it is said:
'Today, if you will hearken unto my voice' (Psalms
95:7)" Talmud, Sanhedrin 98a.
Next Year in Jerusalem
May we soon live in Moshiach's Jerusalem, and plow the
land
d of redeemed Israel. May we celebrate the Pesach
(Passover) Seder in spiritual freedom, when all Jews
will have claimed their inheritance in the eternal Eretz
Israel.

The speculative map above is mostly based on the
commentaries of Rashi and Malbim about the
boundaries of the future described in the Book of
Ezekiel, chapters 47-48.
48. The details of the future map
of the Land of Israel are mentioned only cryptically in
the Tanach and various Talmudic sources.
The final redemption
The Jew has come home
e for the third and last time.
"But the third shall be left therein" (Zecharia 13:8).
"The first redemption was that from Egypt; the second,
the redemption of Ezra. The third will never end"
(Tanhuma, Shoftim 9).
G-d's Land
"Therefore say unto the House off Israel... I do this, not
for your sake, O House of Israel, but rather for My holy
name which you desecrated through the nations
whither you came. And I will sanctify My great name
that was desecrated amongst the nations... and the
nations shall know that I am the Lord when I shall be
sanctified through you before their eyes. And I shall
take you from among the nations and gather you out of
all the countries and I will bring you into your own
land." Ezekiel 36:22-24
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A pure red heifer without a blemish – no white hairs – will
signal the return...

***
The Talmud is the Jews' holiest book -- even higher than the Bible. Here is what it says about Jesus,
according to Reverend Ted Pike:
He seduced and deceived the people. (Git. 56b-57a)

He is now in hell, languishing in boiling hot semen. (Git. 56a)

He was a bastard, his mother Mary being a whore. (San.
106b.)

The Talmud is emphatic that it was necessary to kill Jesus
because He was one of the three worst enemies of Judaism."
(Git. 56a)

He practiced sorcery and enticed His race to apostasy. (San.
43a.)
He was a fool. (San. 67a.)

He was a false prophet who seduced and deceived the people.
(Git. 56b-57a)

He was stoned, burned, decapitated and strangled in His
death. (San. 106b, Git. 57a)

http://truthtellers.org/alerts/arejewsstillguiltyofcrucifi
x.htm

He was excommunicated for the thought of seducing a woman
and in His shame fell down and worshipped a brick.
(San.107b)
____________________________________________________________

OUR RACHEL By Lasha Darkmoon
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For Patrick Willis, a true lover of Palestine, who decided to
take a Rachel poem of mine and turn it into a moving new
video: In Memory of Rachel Corrie. It is hoped that the
essay presented below will serve as an introduction to this
widely acclaimed video as well as a tribute to Rachel on the
8th anniversary of her death on March 16.
She was called “St. Pancake” by her killers soon after her
death. It was a term of derision for a young woman
determined to make a martyr of herself. She had gotten
herself pancaked. Flattened. Crushed beneath the blades of a
bulldozer while giving succor to terrorists.
In the words of Zionist professor Steven Plaut, Rachel is “a
sort of Mother Teresa for the radical left and apologists of
Islamofascism. She is a martyr-saint for the pro-terror
lobby.”
16 March will mark the 8th anniversary of Rachel’s death. It’s
a good time to remember her and ask ourselves what she died
for. Are the Palestinians any nearer to achieving their dreams
of an independent state? Are those who killed Rachel in a
stronger or weaker position than they were eight years ago?
There are two versions to every major news story that comes
out of Israel: the Zionist version and the non-Zionist one.
These narratives never agree. They are mutually incompatible.
One is the “right” version, the kosher and politically correct
one advanced by organized Jewry and its hasbara agents in
the mainstream media. The other is the “wrong” version, the
one touted by “anti-Semites” and “conspiracy theorists”.
Rachel seen through Zionist eyes
According to the Zionist worldview, Rachel Corrie was
a clueless flag-burning undergraduate from Evergreen State
College in Washington. Urged on by her radical professors, she
decided to join the missions organized by the International
Solidarity Movement (ISM). She and her comrades were sent
off to the “occupied territories” to assist Palestinian terrorist
groups. (See here)
Having arrived in Gaza in January, 2003, age 23, the budding
terrorist had immediately been given a crash course by the
ISM in how to be a thorn in the flesh to Israel. She lived
among the Palestinians in Gaza, eating their food and imbibing
their false values and skewed views of the Arab-Israeli conflict.
Needlessly concerned about the “illegal occupation” of
Palestine in the disputed territories of Judea and Samaria, all
one hundred per cent Jewish by divine mandate, this
dangerous fanatic seemed to be unaware that the Arabs had
been squatters on Jewish land since the 13th century; and
that this land, Greater Israel, stretched from the Nile to the
Euphrates.
Here is Zionist pundit Denis Prager, telling us how
unspeakably evil and misguided Rachel was:
Rachel Corrie chose to side with a society that breeds
some of the cruelest murderers of innocent people in
the world. [Emphasis in original]. Rachel Corrie gave her life
trying to protect people whose declared aim is to annihilate
another country. She was one of the many fools our colleges
annually produce.
We are told repeatedly that Rachel was idealistic—as if that
matters. Virtually every person who commits great evil—the
Nazi, the communist, the Islamic terrorist—is idealistic.
We are told ad nauseam that Rachel Corrie was a “peace
activist.” So let it be said once and for all that most of these
people are moral frauds. Why? Because “peace activists”
routinely protest only against peaceful countries. [They] only
target peace-loving Israel and America.
Rachel Corrie and the millions marching to protect Saddam
Hussein’s Iraq have never uttered a peep against Palestinian

terror, Iraqi totalitarianism or North Korean gulags. Instead,
they focus their animosity at the countries that confront these
evils—the United States and Israel.
Grieve for Rachel Corrie’s parents, but spare us the
hagiography. Rachel Corrie died fighting for the International
Solidarity Movement, a Palestinian group dedicated—in its own
words—to “armed struggle” against Israel. She ended up being
a useful idiot for, and one more victim of, Palestinian terror.
(See here)
On 16 March 2003, this useful idiot went too far. For two
hours, she kept interfering with the work of an Israeli
bulldozer trying to demolish a Palestinian doctor’s home; a
doctor with terrorist sympathies whose house had tunnels built
under it, through which food, medical supplies and arms were
being smuggled to give aid and sustenance to “filthy Arabs”—
one million of whom, as we are reliably informed by respected
rabbis, “are not worth a Jewish fingernail”.
She kept on getting in the way of the good Jewish driver,
taunting him through a bullhorn and skipping from mound to
mound of earth in her hateful fluorescent orange jacket,
making it impossible for him to kill her and pretend he hadn’t
seen her.
She was certainly asking for it.
Here is Steven Plaut again, Associate Professor of Business
Studies at Haifa University, offering his condolences to
Rachel’s parents after the tragic death of their daughter:
Welcome to Haifa, Mr and Mrs Corrie….Your daughter was in a
war zone as a belligerent, on behalf of a movement of Arab
fascists seeking to destroy Israel and murder as many Jews as
possible. Your daughter died while interfering with an antiterror operation carried out by soldiers in a land in which she
had no business being at all….The Jews have been battling
Arab fascism and genocidal terrorism for a hundred years,
before, during, and after the Nazi Holocaust of six million
Jews. Your daughter was helping those who perpetrate Nazilike atrocities against randomly selected Jews….Your daughter
has become a symbol for dangerous foolhardiness. She
essentially committed suicide as an empty gesture to assist
murderers and terrorists.

“Martyr, idiot, dedicated, deluded. Why did this American
college student crushed by an Israeli bulldozer put her life on
the line? And did it matter?” —Joshua Hammer, caption to a
picture of Rachel in The Death of Rachel Corrie. (Mother Jones,
9/2003:
http://motherjones.com/politics/2003/09/deathrachel-corrie
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Rachel seen through non-Zionist eyes
Let’s cut to the chase now. Having described the politically
correct version of Rachel’s death, the one insisted on by
organized Jewry and the mainstream media, let’s consider the
politically incorrect version now, if only in the interests of
balance.
Here is Alison Weir, a well-respected authority on Palestine.
Having read scores of different accounts of Rachel’s death,
including every single eyewitness report, this is Weir’s
beautifully succinct summation:
On March 16th, 2003, an Israeli soldier driving a bulldozer
two-stories high crushed to death 23-year-old Rachel Corrie,
an American nonviolent human rights protester. According to
numerous witnesses and photographic documentation, she
was killed intentionally.
Rachel and a handful of others practicing Gandhian
nonviolence in the Gaza Strip had been pleading with Israeli
soldiers for two hours not to destroy a Palestinian family
home. Suddenly, the Israeli bulldozer operator began driving
his giant bulldozer toward the home, Rachel sitting in the
bulldozer’s path. Witnesses report that she then stood up on
the mound of debris and dirt pushed by the bulldozer blade
and looked straight at the operator through the window.
He continued, and she was pulled underneath the tractor, its
blade crushing her. He then backed up, running over her
again, burying her deeper into the dirt. (My emphasis, see
here).

Weir concludes her account of Rachel’s death:
Her friends ran to her screaming. They dug her out of the dirt.
One told me that Rachel’s eyes were open; her last words
were, “My back is broken.” (See here)
The day after Rachel’s death there was a memorial service for
her in Gaza. Many Palestinians attended this service, the
men’s faces etched with silent grief, the women’s eyes
streaming tears. Here was a lovely American girl in the full
flower of her youth who had died for Palestine.
Not to be excluded, the Israelis decided to attend Rachel’s
memorial service too. To mock and gloat. The same bulldozer
that had killed her was sent in to disrupt the ceremony. And
this it did.
Rachel’s Death: Its larger significance
Let’s now attempt to set the tragedy of Rachel Corrie within a
wider context.

Clearly the death of this iconic figure was a public relations
disaster for Israel. The effect of decades of Holocaust
propaganda must have unravelled in a single instant. You
bastards, you killed our Rachel! This must have been the
thought uppermost in the minds of millions of Americans on
hearing the tragic news of Rachel’s death. The ability to
squeeze tears from non-Jewish eyes for Jewish suffering must
have suffered a serious setback at this point. Why should we
mourn your dead at Auschwitz when you killed our beautiful
Rachel?

“The bulldozer that killed her drove slowly, exultantly
past…” (Alison Weir)
I confess, bad Christian that I am, that unkind thoughts such
as these assailed me on the day I first heard that Rachel’s life
had been snuffed out in the Holy Land. To put it mildly, the
manner of her death did not increase my respect for Israel or
enhance my capacity for shedding tears for Anne Frank.
I found myself buying a candle for Rachel and lighting it before
a side altar in the Benedictine abbey near my home, offering
up this prayer: “Lord Jesus Christ, protector of the weak, let
Israel come to a speedy and peaceful end and the Jews be
sent on their travels again—back to the countries where they
belong!”
I shouldn’t have said that. But this is how I felt. And now that
I’ve confessed it, I feel better.
Consider now these significant facts:
Rachel was killed on March 16, 2003, exactly four days before
the beginning of the Iraq War. Ariel Sharon, already guilty of
war crimes (Sabra and Shatila massacres, 1982) was Prime
Minister of Israel at that time. He it was who had said, shortly
after 9-11, that Israel could more or less do what it wanted
with impunity. “We, the Jewish people, control America,
and the Americans know it!” he had famously boasted on
Israel radio.
America said nothing on that occasion. It swallowed the insult.
Sharon must have known, on the day of Rachel’s death, that
the Americans were getting geared up for their attack on Iraq
four days later. They would have other more important things
on their minds than the death of an obscure peace activist in
Gaza. Sharon was on a roll. There is little doubt that the killing
of Rachel received the green light from the Butcher of Sabra
and Shatila himself.
Having spent two hours trying to demolish a house with Rachel
constantly getting in his way, the bulldozer driver must have
phoned for instructions from headquarters. Admittedly, this is
pure speculation. The directive must have come back—so I
imagine—“Kill her!” A salutary lesson needed to be set. The
ISM peace activists had to be taught a stern lesson that Israel
was not to be trifled with. If you throw yourself in front of a
bulldozer, you can expect to get run over.
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There is additional support for the hypothesis that Rachel’s
death was a state-sanctioned act of premeditated murder.
What “additional support”? Well, the fact that the same policy
of reckless disregard for the lives of ISM peace activists was to
continue unchecked in the immediate aftermath of Rachel’s
death.
On April 5, a mere three weeks after Rachel’s death, peace
activist Brian Avery was shot in the face by IDF forces and
severely disfigured. Six days after that, on April 11, it was
another peace activist’s turn. British ISM volunteer Tom
Hurndall was shot in the head by an IDF soldier and left
clinically brain dead, dying nine months later.
Many similar incidents followed, demonstrating that the bad
publicity resulting from Rachel’s death had done nothing to
galvanize Israel into taking remedial steps to improve its
image.
I need mention only a few names: Tristan Anderson
(American), Emily Henochowicz (Jewish-American), Tove
Johansson (Swedish), Nobel Peace Prize laureate Mairead
Maguire (Irish). I leave it to the reader’s imagination to
picture the horrific injuries often sustained by Israel’s many
victims: blindness, brain damage, disfigurement, mutilation,
paraplegia, pain.

Tove Johansson, Swedish human rights activist, whose face
was badly disfigured by an Israeli settler. Her crime? Helping
Palestinian children get safely to school. About a hundred
settlers gathered to jeer and spit at her and other peace
activists with the chant: “We killed Jesus! We’ll kill you too!”
Facts and Figures
The number of foreigners killed and injured in Israel are a
mere miniscule fraction of the number of Palestinians put
through the mad mangle. More than 45,000 Palestinians have
been killed by Israel within the last ten years. Countless more
have been injured.
Consider these horrific statistics: between four and five
Palestinian children have been killed on average every week
for the last ten years by Israeli forces, more than one every
second day. (Based on figures found here).

Despite the fact that Israel has violated 65 UN resolutions, the
US government continues to give this parasitic pariah state
$8.2 million per day. Total “direct” aid to Israel has been
conservatively estimated at $140 billion. It is interesting to
note that, when indirect aid is added to this enormous sum,
the total cost to the American taxpayer is a staggering $3
trillion — the identical amount, by the way, that Rabbi Dov
Zakheim managed to “lose” or “misplace” when he was Chief
Financial Officer at the Pentagon a few years ago.
If you’re wondering what $3 trillion looks like, imagine a stack
of $100 bills piled up to 340 times the altitude of Mt Everest—
or a money tower of $100 bills 3037 miles tall. (Based on
figures found here and here).
Conflicting Stories: Who is lying?
As I mentioned earlier, there are always two sides to any
question involving the state of Israel. There is the non-Zionist
(or anti-Zionist) narrative which is usually harsh and
condemnatory, accusing Israel of bad behaviour, and there is
the Zionist narrative which is invariably self-exculpatory and
seeks to present Israel as spotlessly innocent. We have seen
this drama enacted repeatedly. There is little new here.
There was the USS Liberty incident in 1967, for example.
(Here is a survivor’s detailed eyewitness account). On that
occasion, a United States Navy research ship, USS Liberty,
moving through international waters, was attacked by the
Israeli Air force and Israeli Navy torpedo boats. Thirty-four
American crew members were killed and 170 injured. There is
more than enough evidence to show that this was a false flag
act of terrorism committed by Israel against America.
As one might have expected, the Israelis claimed it was all a
tragic accident, and the US government was happy to give
them the benefit of the doubt.
Only last summer, there was the Gaza flotilla incident in which
Israeli paratroopers attacked six ships in international waters
on their way to Gaza on a humanitarian mission. Nine peace
activists, mostly Turkish, were killed, and about fifty injured.
On this occasion, turning logic on its head, the Israelis claimed
they had been acting in self-defense when their own
unprovoked violence had produced the inevitable resistance.
(See here)
As usual, two conflicting accounts: the Israeli version and the
world’s version.
Perhaps the most striking example of these polarities of
viewpoint can be seen in the case of the Gaza War that took
place in the winter of 2008-9 (‘Operation Cast Lead’). This led
to massive disproportionate casualties on the Palestinian side,
amounting to a massacre—a ratio of over 100 to 1 killed—
together with the almost complete destruction of Gaza’s
infrastructure; and it was concluded later, after an
international investigation led by Judge Richard Goldstone,
himself a Zionist Jew, that Israel had been guilty of serious
war crimes.
Despite these findings by a panel of world-renowned legal
experts, Israel was to be let off the hook completely. It
investigated itself and found that its behavior had been
irreproachable. The AIPAC-enthralled American government
reached a similar conclusion. Many neoconservatives went
even further and suggested that the only “criminal” here was
Judge Goldstone himself, an incorrigible anti-Semite and
Hamas sympathizer!
What Israel says, our media repeat. What Israel demands, our
government gives. What Israel wants, its well-greased lobby
delivers. — Alison Weir, We Won’t Forget Rachel Corrie
So much for truth and justice in an Alice in Wonderland world
turned upside down.
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We won’t forget
Poor Rachel! What did you die for? Who is there to mourn you
now except the Palestinians and those who love Palestine?
We shall not forget you, Rachel. We shall carry you in our
hearts like a hidden flame. In your lovely innocence and
idealism, you will remain to us always the perfect symbol of
our people—and a reminder of what awaits us all in the days
of tribulation to come.
Amnesty International condemned the killing of Rachel in the
most emphatic terms. She is our role model, our icon, our
symbol of sacrifice. Neither Israel nor its American backer paid
the slightest attention.
Christian Bustany, Amnesty International’s US representative,
lamented the fact that our dear Rachel, the flower of our
race, had been so callously killed and nothing done about it.
As Rachel Corrie was an American citizen, the US government
has a particular responsibility to ensure thorough, proper and
impartial investigation of her death. US-made bulldozers have
been ‘weaponized’. Their transfer to Israel must be suspended.
The killer bulldozers are still shipped out to Israel in vast
numbers, courtesy of the American taxpayer, demolishing
houses every day, uprooting olive trees, and running amok
amid a terrified people.
The day after Rachel’s death, Israeli forces killed nine
Palestinians, including three children.
It was business as usual.

Young Rachel…looking forward to life

***
Dr Lasha Darkmoon - Darkmoon@theoccidentalobserver.net
email her - is an academic, age 32, with higher degrees in
Classics. She is also a published poet and translator whose
verse can be sampledat http://www.darkmoon.me/. “Lasha
Darkmoon” is a pen name.
Source: http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2011/03/ourrachel/

Rachel’s last words: “My back is broken.”

_______________________________
Neueste Nachricht
vom Deutschen Rechtsbüro im Deutschen Rechtsschutzkreis e.V.,
Postfach 400 215, 44736 Bochum, Deutschland
www.deutsches-rechtsbuero.de
§§ 130 StGB
- 03/2011
Die Ablehnung des „Bombenholocaust“ ist erlaubt
Immer wieder gab es Schwierigkeiten, Strafverfahren oder Verbote, wenn jemand die Bombardierung deutscher Städte im
Zweiten Weltkrieg als „Bombenholocaust“ bezeichnete.
Wir können nun von zwei Entscheidungen berichten, in denen festgestellt wurde, daß dieses Wort keine Volksverhetzung und
keine Verharmlosung der Judenvernichtung und keine Opferwürdeverletzung ist. Der Bayerische Verwaltungsgerichtshof durch
Beschluß vom 26.02.2010, Az. 10 CS 10.412, - Archiv-Nr. 59N10 – und das Landgericht Trier durch Beschluß vom 09.03.2010,
Az. 8033 Js 11972/09.5 Kls – Archiv-Nr. 59O10 – haben so geurteilt und dies mit dem Hinweis auf die Meinungsfreiheit des Art.
5 GG und unter anderem folgendermaßen begründet:
„Es ist nicht zwingend davon auszugehen, daß derjenige, der die Bombenangriffe kritisiert, gleichzeitig auch die Verbrechen des
nationalsozialistischen Regimes billigt und gutheißt… Der Begriff „Holocaust“ wird nicht nur im Zusammenhang mit den
Verbrechen an Juden und anderen Personengruppen durch die Nationalsozialisten verwendet. Er findet – möglicher-weise in
geschmackloser Weise – auch in anderem Zusammenhang Anwendung. Eine zwingende Verharmlosung des
nationalsozialistischen Regimes ist damit nicht verbunden.“
Das Deutsche Rechtsbüro bittet daher um folgendes:
1. Verhalten Sie sich friedlich und gesetzestreu.
2. Wenn Strafverfahren oder Verbote gegen Sie wegen der Benutzung des Wortes „Bombenholocaust“ eingeleitet oder verhängt
werden, legen Sie Rechtsmittel bis zur letzten Instanz ein.
3. Fordern Sie die oben genannte Entscheidung aus unserem Archiv an.
4. Senden Sie uns Gerichtsentscheidungen und Meldungen zur Meinungsfreiheit und zu anderen juristischen Fragen für unser
Archiv. Es ist nur so gut und so aktuell, wie es von Ihnen die entsprechenden Nachrichten erhält !
Verfaßt und selbst hergestellt von Klaus-C. Holmar, bei
Deutsches Rechtsbüro im Deutschen Rechtsschutzkreis e.V.,
Postfach 400 215, 44736 Bochum
www.deutsches-rechtsbuero.de
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In the Jewish puppet state of Germany even pensioners must be sent to the
Gulag if they refuse to worship the Judeo- Satanic Holocaust Religion
God help Germany!

"We believe that Adolf Hitler was the gift
of an inscrutable Providence
to a world on the brink of Jewish
Jewish-Bolshevik
catastrophe, and that only the
blazing Spirit of this heroic man can give us
the strength and inspiration
to rise from the depths of persecution and
hatred, to bring the world a
new birth of radiant idealism, realistic peace,
international order, and
social justice for all men."
—— LINCOLN ROCKWELL,
National Socialist Principle VII
_______________________

Germany - Pensioners sentenced for Holocaust denial

Ursula Haverbeck, a cheeky smile and 81 years of age, sentenced with her accomplice George
Wiesholler, 91. They distributed pamphlets at schools promoting the truth about German History.
The Allies version of History must be protected by law in Germany, as any critical examination soon
exposes the
he ludicrousness of the gas-chamber
gas chamber story and the 6 million lies surrounding it, that were
fabricated after World War Two.

Rechtsextreme Rentnerin muss hinter Gitter
20 April 2011

Das auf eine sechsmonatige Freiheitsstrafe lautende
Urteil gegen eine 81-jährige
jährige Holocaust-Leugnerin
Holocaust
ist
rechtskräftig. Der Bundesgerichtshof verwarf die
Revision der ehemaligen Vorsitzenden des verbotenen
rechtsextremen Vereins "Collegium Humanum" gegen
die Entscheidung
ng des Münchner Landgerichts vom
Oktober 2010, wie eine Justizsprecherin mitteilte. Die
Frau hatte in der von ihr verfassten Broschüre "Amalia
Hinterwäldlerin vor Gericht" den Holocaust an den
Juden im Dritten Reich geleugnet.

http://www.welt.de/print/welt_kompakt/vermischtes/ar
ticle13221798/Rechtsextreme
ticle13221798/Rechtsextreme-Rentnerin-muss-hinterGitter.html
Last Year’s rep
report:

Germany - Pensioners sentenced for
Holocaust denial
7 October 2010

Ursula Haverbeck-Wetzel,
Wetzel, 81, is to serve a six
six-month
suspended sentence after being convicted of denying
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the Holocaust. Ursula Haverbeck-Wetzel, a former
chairwoman of the outlawed far-right group Collegium
Humanum,
admitted
to
distributing
pamphlets
containing Holocaust-denying material in schools.
George Wiesholler, 91, was also convicted by the court
of aiding and abetting Holocaust denial, as he had
allowed the material to be distributed with his name as
the publisher.

Holocaust denial, or the calling into question the
historical event of the murder of 6 million Jews by the
Nazi regime under Adolf Hitler, is a crime in Germany
punished under laws governing incitement. Ursula
Haverbeck-Wetzel was fined 1,000 euros (1,390
dollars), her accomplice 600.
http://www.antisemitism.org.il/article/13939/g
ermany-pensioners-sentenced-holocaust-denial

________________________________________
*Report: Bin Laden Already Dead *
Wednesday, December 26, 2001
Usama bin Laden has died a peaceful death due to an
The Taliban source who claims to have seen bin Laden's face
untreated lung complication, the Pakistan Observer
before burial said "he looked pale ... but calm, relaxed and
reported, citing a Taliban leader who allegedly attended
confident."
the funeral of the Al Qaeda leader.
Asked whether bin Laden had any feelings of remorse before
"The Coalition troops are engaged in a mad search operation
death, the source vehemently said "no." Instead, he said, bin
but they would never be able to fulfill their cherished goal of
Laden was proud that he succeeded in his mission of igniting
getting Usama alive or dead," the source said.
awareness amongst Muslims about hegemonistic designs and
Bin Laden, according to the source, was suffering from a
conspiracies of "pagans" against Islam. Bin Laden, he said,
serious lung complication and succumbed to the disease in
held the view that the sacrifice of a few hundred people in
mid-December, in the vicinity of the Tora Bora mountains.
Afghanistan was nothing, as those who laid their lives in
The source claimed that bin Laden was laid to rest
creating an atmosphere of resistance will be adequately
honorably in his last abode and his grave was made as
rewarded by Almighty Allah.
per his Wahabi belief.
When asked where bin Laden was buried, the source said, "I
About 30 close associates of bin Laden in Al Qaeda, including
am sure that like other places in Tora Bora, that particular
his most trusted and personal bodyguards, his family
place too must have vanished."
members and some "Taliban friends," attended the funeral
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,41576,00.html
rites. A volley of bullets was also fired to pay final tribute to
the "great leader."

__________________________________________
... remember this book’s contents, especially the following chapter?

FALSEHOOD IN WAR-TIME
By Arthur Ponsonby M.P.
E.P. Dutton & CO., INC., 1928, 300 Fourth Avenue New York N.Y.

GERMANY'S SOLE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE WAR
THE accusation against the enemy of sole responsibility for
the war is common form in every nation and in every war.
So far as we are concerned, the Russians (in the Crimean
War), the Afghans, the Arabs, the Zulus, and the Boers,
were each in their turn unprovoked aggressors, to take
only some recent instances. It is a necessary falsehood
based on a momentary biased opinion of one side in a
dispute, and it becomes the indispensable basis of a ll
subsequent
propaganda.
Leading
articles
in
the
newspapers at the outbreak of every war ring the changes
on this theme, and are so similarly worded as to make it
almost appear as if standard articles are set up in
readiness and the name of the enemy, who ever he may
be, inserted when the moment comes. Gradually the
accusation is dropped officially, when reason returns and
the consolidation of peace becomes an imperative
necessity for all nations.
It is hardly necessary to give many instances of the
universal declaration of Germany's sole responsibility,
criminality, and evil intention. Similar declarations might
be collected in each country on both sides in the war.
* It [the declaration of war] is hardly surprising news, for a
long chain of facts goes to show that Germany has

deliberately brought on the crisis which now hangs over
Europe. "The Times," August 5, 1914.
* Germany and Austria have alone wanted this war. Sir
Valentine Chirol, "The Times," August 6, 1914.
* And with whom does this responsibility rest? ... One
Power, and one Power only, and that Power is Germany.
Mr. Asquith at the Guildhall, September 4, 1914.
* (We are fighting) to defeat the most dangerous conspiracy ever plotted against the liberty of nations,
carefully, skilfully, insidiously, clandestinely planned in
every detail with ruthless, cynical determination. Mr. Llqyd
George, August 4, 1917.
* Lord Northcliffe, who was in charge of war propa ganda,
saw how essential it was to make the accusation the basis
of all his activities. "The whole situation of the Allies in
regard to Germany is governed by the fact that Germany
is responsible for the war," and again, "The Allies must
never be tired of in sisting that they were the victims of a
deliberate aggression" (Secrets of Crewe House).
* Among the few moderate voices in August 1914 was
Lord Rosebery, who wrote: It was really a spark in the
midst of the great powder magazine which the nations of
Europe have been building up for the last twenty or thirty
years . . . . I do not know if there was some great
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organizer. . . Without evidence I should be loath to lay
such a burthen on the head of any man.
So violently and repeatedly, however, had the accusa tion
been made in all the Allied countries, that the
Government were forced to introduce it into the Peace
Treaty.
Article 231.--The Allied and Associated Governments
affirm and Germany accepts the responsibility of Germany
and her allies for causing all the loss and damage to
which the Allied and Associated Governments and their
nationals have been subjected as a consequence of the
war imposed upon them by the aggression of Germany
and her allies.
When war passions began to subside, the accusation was
gradually dropped. The statesmen themselves even
withdrew it.
* The more one reads memoirs and books written in the
various countries of what happened before August 1,
1914, the more one realizes that no one at the head of
affairs quite meant war at that stage. It was something
into which they glided, or rather staggered and stumbled,
perhaps through folly, and a discussion, I have no doubt,
would have averted it. Mr. Lloyd George, December 23,
1920.
* I cannot say that Germany and her allies were solely
responsible for the war which devastated Europe....That
statement, which we all made during the war, was a
weapon to be used at the time; now that the war is over
it cannot be used as a serious argument. . . . When it will
be possible to examine carefully the diplomatic documents
of the war, and time will allow us to judge them calmly, it
will be seen that Russia's attitude was the real and
underlying cause of the world conflict . Signor Francesco
Nitti, former Premier of Italy.
* Is there any man or woman -let me say, is there any
child-who does not know that the seed of war in the
modern world is industrial and commercial rivalry? This
was an industrial and commercial war.
President Woodrow Wilson, September 5, 1919.
* I do not claim that Austria or Germany in the first place
had a conscious thought -out intention of provoking a
general war. No existing documents give us the right to
suppose that at that time they had planned any thing so
systematic. M. Raymond Poincare, 1925.
* I dare say that the belief in the sole guilt of Germany is
not possible even to M. Poincare. But if one can construct
a policy based upon the theory of Germany's sole guilt, it
is clear that one should grim ly stick to this theory, or at
least give oneself the appearance of conviction. General
SukhomiinojJ (Russian Minister of War). Quoted by M. Vaillanl
Conturier in the Chamber of Deputies ("Journal Offieiel," July
5, 1922).
* The Press and publicists also changed their tone.
To saddle Germany with the sole responsibility for the
war is from what we already know -and more will come an
absurdity. To frame a treaty on an absurdity is an
injustice. Humanly, morally, and historical ly the Treaty of
Versailles stands condemned, quite apart from its
economic monstrosities. Austin Harrison, Editor" English
Review."
* Did vindictive nations ever do anything meaner, falser,
or crueler than when the Allies, by means of the
Versailles Treaty, forced Germany to be the scapegoat to
bear the guilt which belonged to all? What nation carries
clean hands and a pure heart?

Charles F. Dole.
In 1923 the representatives of the nations assembled on
a Temporary Mixed Commission to draft a Treaty of
Mutual Assistance under the auspices of the League of
Nations. Fully aware of what had been declared to be by
their Governments a flagrant and indisputable in stance of
unprovoked aggression on the part of Germany, they
found themselves quite unable to define "unprovoked
aggression." The Belgian, Brazilian, French, and Swedish
delegations said, in the course of a memorandum:
It is not enough merely to repeat th e formula "unprovoked aggression," for under the conditions of modern
warfare it would seem impossible to decide even in theory
what constitutes a case of aggression.
This view was practically adopted and the Com mittee of
Jurists, when consulted, sugges ted that the term
"aggression" should be dropped. The future case under the
Covenant of the League of Nations of a nation, which
refused the recommendation of the Council or the verdict
of the Court and resorted to arms, was substituted as
constituting a war of aggression.
In 1925, in the preamble of the Locarno Pact drawn up
between Germany, France, and Great Britain, there is not
the faintest echo of the accusation; on the contrary, a
phrase is actually inserted as follows:
Anxious to satisfy the desire for security and protection
which animates the peoples upon whom fell the scourge of
the war 1914-1918 (les nations qui ont en a subir Ie fleau
de la guerre).
This is no place to enter into the question of responsi bility,
to shift the blame from one nation to another, or to show
the degree in which Germany was indeed responsible. Sole
responsibility is a very different thing from some
responsibility. The Germans and Austrians were busy, not
without good evidence, in accusing Russia. But the
disputes and entanglements and the deplorable ineptitude
of diplomacy on all sides in the last few weeks' were not,
any more than the murder of the Archduke, the cause of
the war, although special documents are always produced
to give the false Impression.
The causes were precedent and far -reaching, and it is
doubtful if even the historians of the future will be able to
apportion the blame between the Powers concerned with
any degree of accuracy.
Lord Cecil of Chelwood recently put his fing er on the most
undoubted of all the contributory and imme diate causes.
Speaking in the City in 1927, he referred to "the gigantic
competition in armaments before the war," and said:
* No one could deny that the state of mind produced by
armament competitions prepared the soil on which grew
up the terrible plant, which ultimately fruited in the Great
War.
The above series of quotations will suffice to show how the
sole culpability of the enemy is, as always, a wartime
myth. The great success of the propaganda, however,
leaves the impression fixed for a long time on the minds of
those who want to justify to themselves their action in
supporting the war and of those who have not taken the
trouble to follow the subsequent with drawals and denials.
Moreover, the myth is allowed to remain, so far as
possible, in the public mind in the shape of fear of"
unprovoked aggression," and becomes the chief, and
indeed the sole, justification for prepara tions for another
war.
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Germany’s controlled media obsession with Adolf Hitler, uses the English word ‚Diktator‘
instead of ‚Führer‘. Why?
VOX TV-PROGRAMM 30 APRIL 2011
http://www.vox.de/fernsehprogramm
12:00 Thementag: 'Ein Tag schreibt Geschichte 30. April 1945'
12:30 Deutschland am 30. April 1945

15:05 Hitlers Testament - Eine Analyse
15:35 Hitlers Selbstmord - Eine Rekonstruktion
16:10 Wo ist Hitler? - Heiße Spuren im Kalten
Krieg
17:05 Joseph Goebbels - Verführer im Dienste
Hitlers
18:10 Entscheidung zum Krieg - Der Sommer
1939
19:10 Filmstar Hitler - Der Diktator und die
Traumfabrik

20:15 Hitlers Tod: Der Bunker

13:05 Brutalität in Stein - Das Parteitagsgelände
von Nürnberg
14:05 Hitlers Berg - Die Machtzentrale in den
Alpen

21:05 Hitlers Tod: Das Testament
22:05 Hitlers Tod: Der Selbstmord
23:05 Hitlers Tod: Die Kapitulation

00:00 Hitlers Hauptstädte
München und Berlin

-

Nazibauten

in

14:35 Eva Braun - Die Geliebte des Diktators
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